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Annex B To
NEAF/C207829/4/SAR

DATED OCTOBER 1965

1. STITUATION    Exercise NEJAT ONE, a CENTO search and rescue exercise was held in 
Iran from 17th to 27th Sept 1965. The aim of the exercise was to develop, exercise and increase the 
search and rescue capabilities of the CENTO nations to support search and rescue methods within 
CENTO. The NEAF Mountain Rescue Team, based at Akrotiri, participated and comprised of 18 
personnel, 3 FWB Land rover vehicles and trailers.

2. EXECUTION    This report is split into two phases: –
PHASE ONE OPERATION NEJAT ONE, the main reason the Team were in Iran: analysis of 

the operational and administrative aspects of the exercise, with detailed reports on Equipment, M.T. 
Rations, Communications, Medical etc.

PHASE TWO
After completion of NEJAT ONE, the team were able to take advantage of the ELBURY 

MOUNTAINS to the N.E.of Tehran and carry out much-needed high altitude training: in this 
instance the ascent of Mt Demavande 18375 FT.

MAPS USED THROUGHOUT

IRAN

MAP No. 1-39 D TEHRAN
       - “ -      1-39 E DEMAVANDE                                                      

   - “ -      1-39 V ESFAHAN
–      - “ -      1-39 P EXERCISE AREA



PHASE ONE DAY TO DAY NARRATIVE          ALL TIMES ZULU

171205    Eighteen MRT personnel with one S.W.B. Landrover and trailer loaded with equipment to
golf in an Argosy of 105 Squadron from Akrotiri bound for Tehran.

171330       Flew over Beriut and then on to Baghdad which we passed over about 1500Z.

171745     We arrived at Mehrabad Airport. Tehran was still in festive mood after the celebrations for
the Shahs 25th anniversary of his ascension to the Imperial Throne, it was a magnificent
spectacle. We were supplied with a coach into Tehran from the airport, where we discovered
that whereas we thought it was Friday 17 September 1965, was really Sunday in the year
1344 –  this  was  Islam.  M.R.  team was  accommodated  in  the  Commodore  Hotel,  with
excellent bedrooms and delicious meals.

Had to get a doctor for Cpl Brewin who had developed influenza on the aircraft: he was
confined to his room for the period of the exercise.

18  th   September    SATURDAY: the £100 (21000 RIALS in the local currency) imprest money
was drawn from the British Embassy by W.O. DONALDSON. The Air Attache Grp
Capt Kachton was met and the forthcoming operation discussed. The team spent
the day sight seeing – amazed at the traffic and its tangles – and then to a Cabaret
Show in the evening.

19  th   September     Sunday: coach trip to KARAJ DAM laid on for us by our hosts. A quiet day:
shopping in the evening when most of our presents were bought.

20  th   September     Monday.
Briefing at Mehrabad Airport then off on our 270 mile journey to Esfahan. A good
journey except for a dust storm about half way. Held our own conference in the
evening to decide how we would meet a “callout” when it came. It was decided to
split into three parties.

i. FAST party to get to any injured as soon as possible and to keep them
alive until main party arrived consisting three men.
ii. MAIN party to carry on the stretcher & rescue equipment to the scene
of the incident and help first party: consisting of the SNCO i/c and eight men.
iii. BASE CAMP was to be manned by OFFICER i/c, “A” class driver, Medic,

Wireless Operator and one other.

21  st   September  Tuesday.
Already for immediate deployment by 0330 Z

210547              Received “CALL OUT” and was on our way by 0548.

210650            Arrived at a village called MOORCHEH KHOORT – MAP REF: 3305 N 5126 E -where
we were detailed to await further instructions.

210802      Received Radio Instructions to move to PABOT where we had to rendezvous with an
Iranian party.

210822           Reached rendezvous point where we waited without further instructions until: –



211030     The Iranians turned up, in the meantime a Shackleton search aircraft reported sighting a
parachute at MAP REF 3330 N           5146½ E.

211054       Decided to tackle the “problem” from the other side of the mountain so, set off for a village
called CHIMA MAP REF 3334 N    5145 E, high up a Valley, where we intended to set up
base camp for the operation.

211140          An Iranian, Lieutenant Yoossefy fell out of the leading vehicle – our convoy was escorted
at all times by an Iranian vehicle to the front and rear – at MAP REF 3338 N 5148 E,
sustaining a fractured Femur, face lacerations and suspected internal injuries. The Medic,
SAC PURDIE, did a good job of patching up and he was taken to the nearest hospital at
KASHAN.

211530      Set up base camp at about 7000 feet above CHIMA – too dark so waited for day break or
there about.

220030      Breakfast: Penarth by torchlight and Landrover to a high village – BYDHAND 3330 N
5746 E - where we parked and made and advanced base.

220400       Located and reached the scene of the incident at 9420 feet.

220610   Succeeded with Iranian help in carrying the injured parachutist down to BYDHAND village.
Exercise completed so returned to Esfahan.

221145    Reached Esfahan airport stayed to complete report, cleanup and have dinner.

221600   Started out to drive from Esfahan to Tehran.

230220    Arrived Tehran – cups and cups of tea stop

230355    Off again to DEAVANDE and: –

PHASE TWO
            It had been decided by our Iranian escorts that we should try the ascent int two
days. This was discussed in some detail as we considered that a minimum of three
days were required to overcome the acclimatisation problems of climbing up to 18,375
feet.
However the Iranians insisted so, accordingly a party of 15 MRT, 4 Iranian army and
the civilian guide set out to climb to camp 1 at 13,500 feet.

240200  
First 5 kilometers by Landrover, last ride for a while.

240230  Started the walk to camp 1. Landrover returned to Renteh. The route up the mountain
was by the South face which although not the obvious route, proved reasonably easy
with no technical problems to overcome.

240900    
After more than six hours of steady climbing, with most of the parties suffering from
head aches, the proposed campsite was reached and tents erected at 13,500 feet and,
already the altitude was beginning to take its toll. An early start was planned for the
morning



241030   Went  to  bed:  J/T Hemmings suffering  agonies  in  stomach  al(?)  pains  and other
personnel likewise: a very disturbed evening sleep.

242300    Everybody up: – breakfast for those who can stomach it.

242330   By then six of our party were all fit to proceed higher, 3 men returned to the base of
the mountain one of whom – J/T Hemmings – proved to have Pleurisy.
The assault party consisting of: – Two Officers and two NCOs of the Iranian army,
nine  members  of  the  MRT and  one  civilian  guide  assembled.  After  rollcall  and
equipment check by the Iranian captain, the party leader, we moved off up the

250001Z  mountain at  250001Z. The going was quite easy as far as the climbing terrain was
concerned – high winds were experienced but, the altitude started to take its toll at
14,500 Cpl Brewin SAC Ross were forced to retire with altitude sickness and head
aches.

The remaining twelve members of the assault party carried on climbing and
now began to encounter the steeper rock and snow of the South face of the mountain.
At a height of 15,000 feet Cpl Mill began to feel the effects of the attitude and was our
third member to have to retire. Climbing continued on this steep South Face under
very cold and windy conditions, progress was very slow but steady, as we all were by
now really beginning to feel the effects of this high climbing.
Then, came another blow, one of our most experienced members – W O Donaldson –
add to stop to rest more often than usual and it was obvious that “Don” was not going
to make it. So, after much consultation and arm twisting W.O. Donaldson eventually
agreed to retire and the two Iranian NCOs also retired at this point. One Iranian NCO
had definitely twisted his foot or seemingly – this later proved to be frost bite – and
was in some pain complaining of the agonising pain. At a height of about 16,700 feet
we watched W.O. Donaldson together with the Iranian NCOs move off, back down the
mountain. We were now down to eight in our party. Conditions were now improving
as it was by now daylight of course and the wind had settled down to a steady gust of
about 20 mph and very cold with it.

The guide AHMET continued to lead up this  central  South Face of the mountain,
whereas one or two of us thought at the time that he was making hard work of it for
everyone, and there was a possible easier line to take. However he was our official
Guide who climbed the mountain twenty times before, so, we followed his line of
ascent.

The next two or three hrs proved extremely exhausting and unpleasant: by now, after
climbing 200 – 300 feet at a snails pace, the angle of the mountain was less steep: this
of course made climbing progress easier but, no sooner had we gained access to this
easier ground when we were confronted by clouds of Sulphur fumes billowing out of
the  mountain  side,  from  large  holes  or  caves,  from under  rocks  and  scree,  even
filtering through the small on which we were standing.

Unfortunately we had to pass through this area on our way to the summit
which was only 300 feet higher up. The last few hundred feet took us about
an hour but seemed more like a day. We stood together on the summit of
Demavande at 09:30 hrs, having taken 9 ½ hours to climb the 5000 feet from



base camp.

We  stayed  on  the  summit  for  one  hour  –  taking  photographs  but,
unfortunately did not get many good views as cloud was forming around as at
the time. However we did get a glimpse across the crater of the mountain,
which of course is and extinct volcano: the were varied opinions as to the size
of the crater from 500 yards to one mile. The party recorded their names in
the book provided, together with times etc, and noticed that ours was the third
ascent of the year.

*
To sum up on Demavande assault: –
Personal fitness As far as the fitness of the men were concerned, the fact that
four out of fifteen men reached the summit has no relation to the general
fitness of the party as, the retirements were caused entirely by an excessive
amount of altitude, too quickly.
If there had been more time to acclimatize personnel, a different story would
have been told.

Food: – High altitude packups. The rations supplied by the catering section
proved quite adequate for this type of expedition and the way the had been
prepared and pack for rules was a credit to the Catering Officer Sqdn Ldr.
Chew M.B.E. and his Staff.

Equipment: – High altitude affects The standard MR clothing and equipment
was used by the majority of the party and gave as no major problems except
that the boots (LAUR        ) didn’t have much insulation against the cold, but
this was understandable as they are not designed as a eye altitude climbing
boot.

The highs reached by NEAF Mountain rescue party and Iranians were: –
Summit 18375 feet
HAMET - Guide
2 IRANIAN OFFICERS
C/T PEART. R.
SAC REID. W.
Sgt. BYE . D.
LACV ELLIS. M.

17,500 feet CPL. BLANDFORD J.
16,500 feet W.O. DONALDSON W.A.M.

TWO IRANIAN NCOs.
16,000 feet SGT. SHORROCKS  left base, after main
15,000 feet F/SGT BRUCE         party in a determined

 CPL MILL                effort but had to
14,500 feet CPL BREWIN          turned back at these

SAC ROSS                heights
CAMP 1                 13,500 feet J/T HEMMINGS

SAC McGURK
SAC PURDIE



SAC GORDON
*

251030   Summit party moved off, back down the mountain picking up CPL 
BLANDFORD on the way.

251240  Reached CAMP 1, the descent although quite tiring had been much more direct 
and much faster, taking two hrs ten minutes. The main body of MRT personnel 
had left two hours previously for RENTEH barracks, leaving a skeleton staff to 
greeters with cups of coffee together with congratulations.

251330   Everyone moved from CAMP 1 to the Valley Road where a Land Rover was 
waiting to convey us to RENTEH.

251515   Summit party reached RENTEH Garrison: much jubilation.
NOTE. Assault party had left three day bags on mountain.
END OF PHASE II

Recession     Summit Party: –
260630  Off too hot spring bath, near foot of demovande.
260930  Advance party, now in Tehran, had two L/rovers & trailers aboard Argosy
261030 One Landrover & trailer with final MRT personnel aboard, commenced the long 

drive back to Tehran, looking forward to real civilisation again.

261500  Arrived Tehran; ensconced in Commodore Hotel with remainder of team.
261630  Team got together in F/O BANKS room, S/Ldr CULPIN C.NAV.O present will 

stop an excellent evening was had by one and all.
271230 18 MRT personnel, one landrover and trailer with equipment emplaining in an 

Argosy of 105 Squadron and took off for AKROTIRI

271810  Argosy landed at RAF AKROTIRI CYPRUS.

Administration and logistics
1. Accounting The record of expenditure incurred is at APPENDIX “F”: 
compiled by the Imprest holder W.O. DONALDSON.
2. Medical Inoculations: all members of the team were inoculated to the 
standards laid down by international requirements: i.e. double dose of cholera – 
as in the case of pilgrims to Mecca – and Smallpox.

Prophylactic drugs: SSQ at Akrotiri issued in bulk Paladin 
and Furosene to be issued Daly to the team to help combat Malaria and 
Dysentery.

Therapeutic drugs: Tetracycline, Thalazole, Chalk &OP, and 
Paracetamol were also taken to be used in cases of severe dysentery and 
headaches.

Tubonic ampoules of Morphia were taken for cases of 
severe pain.

3. POL and Vehicle Maintenance Three Landrovers and trailers were taken
on  this  detachment,  each  vehicle  contained  5  gallons  of  petrol  on  arrival  at
Tehran. Refuelling was carried out by the Imperial Iranian Army, either by direct
supply, petrol coupons or cash purchases. Fuel used a vehicle mileages were: – 



Landrover              Millage              Gallons
75 AA 06                1045                       72
72 AA 79                  991                       65
72 AA 18                1039                       66

Minor spare parts were carried for vehicle maintenance, but, non-were required. 2 punctures 
were experienced a minor petrol blockage on L/rover 72 AA 79 was cleared by the “A” class 
driver SAC McRAE.

4. MAPS & CHARTS. Maps used throughout phase 1 and ii are at APPENDIX ‘B’ 
comprising:

IRAN
MAP No. 1 – 39 N TEHRAN
-----“-----  1 – 39 E DEMAVANDE
-----“-----  1 – 39 V ESFAHAN
-----“-----  1 – 39 P EXERCISE AREA (CENTO)

5. Movements
Documents and loading: all team members participating were issued with RAF forms 173 
and Identity discs. They were all in possession of valid passports, Smallpox and Cholera 
certificates: these were checked at the air movements Akrotiri on the 17.9.65 before 
emplaning. The men retain possession of Smallpox and Cholera certificates for the duration 
of the exercise. Form 1250 was carried at all times.
Way Bills were raised for transportation of vehicles and equipment to Tehran by air. The 
first Landrover and trailer, along with 18 MRT personnel and equipment, were loaded on to 
an Argosy of 105 Squadron at Akrotiri on 17.9.65 Two Landrovers and trailers with 
equipment were loaded on to 105’s Argosy and dispatched on the 19.9.65.
On arrival at Tehran the first Landrover and trailer personnel deplane, passports were taken 
from all personnel by a British Embassy official and returned on the morning of the 27.9.65.
For the return journey, two Landrovers and trailers with equipment were reloaded onto the
Argosy at 09:30 hrs on the 26.9.65: these were to be offloaded and held or customs perusal
at RAF Akrotiri. The third Landrover and trailer with equipment was loaded prior to take off
at  12:30  hrs  on  the  27.9.65  onto  the  Argosy,  which  had  returned,  by  MRT members
travelling with this A/C.

6. COMMUNICATIONS The  MRT  had  the  following  communication
available for use during the exercise:–

1 Collins TCS 13 (PU – RCU – TRANS - REC)
1 UHF 1988
5 HF 15 WALKIE TALKIES

Power  supply  it  was  by  lead  acid  batteries  which  were  recharged  as
necessary by a P.E. set carried for this purpose.
During  Exercise  NEJAT ONE the  only  communication  required  was  by
UHF 1988 to escorting aircraft  provided the necessary link to the REC.
Good communications were maintained throughout.
NOTES

1. It will be understood from the wireless log at APPENDIX “G” 
(one copy only) that call signs GENDARMERIA 122 and 4104 were 
not listed at final briefing, and that all the than PLAYMATE and  



GENDARMERIA 122 01 used SAR frequency of 123.1 MCC/S 
which could have led to failure of communication.
2. The com system was proved at the scene of the Irani accident: 
– SAC MANN made immediate contact with Shackleton 
PLAYMATE 01 to inform base of the incident. Information was 
passed to proceed to Esfahan with the patient: SAC PURDIE 
negatived the suggestions as to dangerous for the patient. It was 
decided to take him by road to KASHAN, the nearest hospital, as a 
helicopter was not available.

7. Rationing Four days rations in the form of 10 MAN COMPO packs 
and one days rations in 24 hr packs, were drawn from the Catering Section at 
RAF Akrotiri prior to the exercise. In addition each man was payed five days 
rations money which was used to purchase the specialised light weight food 
required for the high altitude training: – Phase ll S/Ldr CHEW MBE. OC 
Catering Squadron at Akrotiri advised on food requirements and supplied 
specially made light weight pack ups for use at high altitude.
The food was good throughout and the light weight pack ups proved to be a
great asset on the final assault of DEMAVANDE. Some meals were provided
by the Iranian Army and 2 ½ days rations in  10 man compo packs were
returned to RAF Akrotiri on completion of the exercise

Exercise Nejat One
Food Report.

Prior to leaving Cyprus the following varieties of food were obtained: –
Quaker Oats – Ready Beck – Sugar – Coffee – Instant Rice – Hamburger
Stewed Steak – Marvel  Milk  – Biscuit  –  Fruit  Juice  – Service Biscuits  –
Peanuts – Raisins – Currents – Sweets – Cheeses – Vesta Meals – Maggi
Soups – Baked Beans – Walls Sausages – Luncheon Meet – Sardines – Tea
Bags – Sugar – Jams – Sauce – Salt  – plus 7 boxes of 10 man compo (6
different varieties).
The compo foods were used on the actual Exercise, and served their purpose 
admirably at the Base Camp, giving a varied meal prepared quite quickly. It 
would be pointed out that these particular Compo foods were of the series u v 
w x y z which favoured a very pleasant change from the series A – B – C – D 
– E which we are normally issued with.
With reference to the rest of the foods mentioned it would be pointed out that 
these were purchased for the actual assault on Demavan and could be broken 
down as follows: –
BREAKFAST – QUACKER OATS – READY BREK – MARVEL MILK.
Marvel Milk, proved a new item to this team, and I’m sure that for a 
powdered milk it is the best or the Morlset as it can be used with either hot or 
cold water, and I quote the Stn Catering Officer “This makes it Airman Proof, 
or it dissolves completely”.
Ready Brek, was another excellent food, all wrapped in polythene both light, 
and very tasty when mixed with Marvel Milk you (Hot or Cold).
Quaker Oats, - a matter of preference I suppose but not so easy to prepare as
Ready Brek so that as it the same type of food, I suggest Ready Brek in the
future.



 Hill Rations – came next at the agenda and comprised of: – Biscuits – Peanuts – Raisins 
– Currents – Sweets – Individual Cheeses – Small Tins Luncheon Meet – Sardines.
The usual sort of foods all of which were enjoyed, although perhaps Service Biscuits 
played a good part in as much as the local bread dried up very quickly on wasn’t 
particularly tasty.
Main Meals, consisted of 4 varieties of Vesta (lightweight) meals, Hamburgers, Stewed 
Steak, Maggi Soups, Baked Beans and Sausages.
A lot of this food remained untouched possibly because of Altitude illness, but it was 
there if required.
Supplementing the above food there was of course, Tea Sugar Coffee and Orange Juice
which proved very popular. Thanks for the Orange Juice must go to the OC Catering
Sqdn and his staff for painstakingly making up small polythene sachets for individual
drinks, they also used the same process for nuts & raisings juices & sauces, they put in
many hours work, but it was really appreciated by the MRT.
As a last point it must be noted that each man was allocated 
5 ½ oz of Sugar per day, which was most adequate.



Exercise Nejat One
Communications Report

Radio Equipment consisted of: –     5 HF 15 walkie talkies
1 VHF 1998
1 TCS 13 – (PU – RCU – Trans – Rec)
1 PE set (Jap)

The HF 15s were used from point to point but range was not adequate possibly due to local 
terrain.
The VHF was used as a Ground to Air Trial and found very adequate.
The TCS 13 was not used as it was not required.
The PE JAP Set, found worthwhile for charging 2 12V batteries, incidentally the life of the 
Batteries was approximately 10 hrs until the VHF set (24V) in full use, it took 7 hrs to recharge 
the Batteries to were Specific Gravity of 1.250 when they were put to use for a further 9 hrs.

On 21st Sept, at 0420 Z a listening watch commenced on 118.1 mcls and a two-way check was 
carried out between Nejat Control and AAF 174.
At 0653Z AAF 174 informed us that Nejat Control required us to proceed to MARSH KERR –
3305N 5126E and 2 change frequency 2123.1 mcls and listen out for Playmate 01 02 nothing was
heard from Playmate. He instructed us to proceeds to this poss heading NE towards TARKH, the
game are each year as 2 hrs to which we replied 1½ hrs. At 0800Z AAF 174 stated that Iranians
were 10 minutes behind us and that we were to wait, he suggested we wait at TARKH which we
estimated 0815Z at 0802Z AAF 174 confirmed that we were to proceeds to PABOT to await
Iranians, when we arrived at 0822Z. At 0826Z AAF 174 stated that he was leaving area and that
we were to change frequency to 118.1 mcls and maintain comm until A/C C/S 4104.
0828Z change frequency as instructed and established communication with 4104, I checked that
he was controlling A/C and he said yes and that he was listening out at 15 mins intervals from
0844Z until 1014Z I tried to contact 4104 but nothing heard, so at 1022Z I changed to 123.1 mcls
and contacted Playmate 02, who informed me that the crash of parachutist was 3330N 5146½E
top of Ridge on the NW face. We then requested that Playmate 02 cheque the road to CHIMA
3334N 5145E, which he did stating that road was possible but that it was unlikely that we could
complete  the journey by vehicles. At 1054Z S informed Playmate 02 that we were departing
together with the Iranians and that our ETA was 1154Z at 1112Z Playmate 02 stated that he was
shortly being relieved by Playmate 01. At 1126Z following message passed via Playmate 02 –
From  Sunray  –  To  Tehran  RCC  Info  ISFAHAN  RCC  –  Reference  British  Party,  Request
Permission  to  proceed  direct  #  to  Teheran  on  completion  of  exercise,  Sunray  will  proceed
ISFARAN for the briefing if required – at 1133Z Playmate 01 stated that he was U/S on 123.1
and to change to 118.1 mcls which I did establishing contact loud and clear both ways, at 1138Z
Playmate 01 requested are posn which I gave as NATANZ VILLAGE heading NW. 1155Z from
Playmate 01 via ISFAHAN – you are to proceed to Isfahan on completion of mission – 1200Z I
informed Playmate 01 that an Iranian had fallen from a truck and sustained injuries and that a
Helicopter was required immediately –THIS IS NOT AN EXERCISE MESSAGE – injuries were
as follows – 2 broken legs, suspected internal injuries, lacerated face are POSN is 3338N 5148E
and patients name was LT YOOSSEFY. Playmate 01 was unable to inform me of reply to my
message until 1235Z when he stated that no Helicopter was available and that patient was to
proceeds to Isfahan by Ambulance. We stated that Patient was too ill for travel to Isfahan and that
he was proceeding to KASHAN – we were continuing Exercise we were then instructed that
Exercise was to stop at 211330Z and recommence at 220200Z. At 211400Z watch was caused on
118.1 mcls, until instructions via Playmate 01 that we were to reopen on the same frequency.



220200Z Watched Open 118.1mcls.
0220Z Communication  established  with  Playmate  02,  loud  and  clear  both  ways  Transmitted
following msgs. – TO ISFAHAN FROM SUNRAY – Team Posn Village of BYDHAND 3330N
5746E at 0200Z Searching Ridge running NW to SE PD ETA reported from 2 hrs = TO 02 Frq 50
- Pyrotechnics Signal Posn from Teams and are not Ground to Air Signals PD “It’s been a hard
Day’s night” = Playmate 02 receipted above message at 0226Z and 0228Z respectively. Nothing
more was heard and that 0430Z after the normal check calls every 15 mins. I change frequency to
123.1 mcls where I was surprised to find an A/C C/S Gendarmarie 122 – comms was established
loud and clear both ways, and Gendarmarie 122 stated that he was control A/C. I informed 122 of
our posn and that we had located the Parachutist at 0400Z and that Search Party were estimated at
0630Z – at 0443Z 122 – sent following – From ISFAHAN – Return ISFAHAN + Stretcher plus
Parachutist and Iranians – receipted this message at 0445Z. At 0505Z I told 122 to disregard
flares he could see as they were for Ground Party use only, which he acknowledged.
At 0603Z following message passed to ISFAHAN via 122 – will require 380 litres of Petrol at
IAFAHAN and authority for further 200 Litres of return journey to Tehran – party returned at
0610Z Parachute was Dummy successfully recovered. All OK ETA ISFAHAN 1000Z – at 1125Z
Watch was closed.



CALLSIGNS

Following callsigns were given to me at the final briefing before 
commencement of Exercise.

Own    C/S                   Alpine 50
Shackleton A/C    -      Playmate 01 or 02
American Air Force A/C -  AAF 739 or 174
USAF Para Team GD C/S  -  ST Bernard
Control (Freq 118.1 mcls)   NEJAT Control

Comments  –  It  will  be  understood  from  last  notes  that  C/S’s
GENDARMERIE 122 and 4104 were not listed at final briefing, and that
other than Playmate  and Gendarmerie 122 no one used SAR frequency of
123.1 mcls which could led to failure of communication.


